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19-02-2016

An Appeal

Dear Alumni,

In the executive committee meeting of “wenamitaa” (NMAMIT Alumni Association) held on 29-01-2016 it has been resolved to request all the proud alumni of NMAMIT spread across the globe to join hands together to donate their contribution towards construction of “Skill Development Centre” in NMAMIT, Campus.

The proposed skill development centre will have about 7000 sq.ft area that will be built above the second floor of EDC Block. The estimated cost is Rs.75,00,000/-, wenamitaa will provide Rs.5,00,000/- from its funds, as seed money.

The centre will house lecture space for various skill development programs for the needy like “Mobile repair”, “Repair of Electronic Gadgets”, “Motor winding”, “Computer Training”, “CNC & 3D printing training”, “Training on Advanced Surveying”, “Biotech related Training”, “Training on Personality development”, “Soft skill training” etc. Apart from this, there will be space to exhibit projects funded by Alumni & Alumni interaction space. The Association intends to complete the construction latest by end of 2017, provided the funds get accumulated. The Management has agreed for this proposal, and assured to maintain separate account for the purpose. The donations may be made in the name of “Nitte Education Trust”, which will give 80G benefit under Indian IT act. The account details are (for payments done in INR).

Account Number : 01152200003664
Bank : Syndicate Bank
Branch : Nitte
RTGS/IFSC : SYNB0000115
SWIFT: SYNBINBB014
At present, you have been helping us in student project funding, giving 2nd Topper award in each department every year, Motivating and Guiding the students by talking to them whenever you visit the Institute, Judging the events during Intercollegiate Technical and Cultural fests, enabling students to get placed in some good companies etc.

“wenamitaa” requests all Alumni to join hands in this new initiative to have “their own space” in the campus, which has been the dream of all Alumni of NMAMIT.

Present EDC Building, above which, it is now proposed to have “Your own Space - Skill Development Centre” Entirely funded by our proud Alumni.
PREMISES FOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, N.M.A.M INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, NITTE, KARKALA TALUK

PLINTH AREA = 754.78 SQ M OR 8229.03 SFT